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Dear Friends,
I hope that you are keeping well and have managed to get safely through
the latest lockdown. Despite all the restrictions the Trust has had quite a
busy time since our last news sheet, we have received photos and items
from three former Trojan employees, had some great items donated and
have even taken possession of two more Trojan vehicles, though admittedly these are both small vehicles and in the case of one a very small
vehicle.
Firstly to the new vehicles. Our front cover features a wonderful model
of a Trojan 200 convertible, (I did say one was very small). This model
was specially commissioned and donated to us by Robin Spalding. It
really is beautifully made and is the same size as the Corgi Heinkel
models that were made in the 1970’s which is 1/43 scale. This model will
one day make a great display and will help people to see just what the
Trojan 200 convertible was really like. Thank you Robin for supporting
the Trust in this way.

The second vehicle to arrive at the Trust was actually purchased by the
Trust. I received an email from Richard Evans who had spotted a Trojan
Trokart for sale on a Facebook link. The asking price was very low for a
Trokart so we decided that it was a good chance to add another Trokart
to our collection. Once the first lockdown came to an end I arranged to
collect it from the owner who lived down in Dorset. The owner was a
lovely chap who ran a farm, with his parents, for adults with learning
difficulties. When he realised that it was being bought by the Trust he
immediately dropped the asking price by 20%, making it an even better
buy. Like many of these Trokarts it has lost it’s Clinton engine but is
otherwise complete and in reasonable condition. We do have a spare
Trokart engine but we now own two karts without engines fitted and so
we will be keeping our eyes open for another engine. Thank you Richard
for putting us onto this Trokart.

I mentioned in the last news sheet that we had been promised a pile of
paperwork from the late Ted Tovell who had worked for Trojan from the
1920’s right through to the 60’s. Again taking advantage of the easing of
lockdown rules during the summer months, I was able to make the fairly
short run down to Ted’s grandson Roger Tovell. Though we had to keep

our distance from each other and wear masks I had a good couple of
hours visit. Roger showed me the MBE that his grandfather had been
awarded for his design work on the 100lb bomb rack, and then gave to
the Trust a large holdall full of photos and paperwork, as well as a Trojan
perpetual calendar and a Trojan desk tidy. We then went to his garage
and he dug out two tool boxes which had belonged to his grandfather.

These mainly contained fairly general tools but also some specialist tools
and various micrometres etc. I am awaiting a chance to meet up with an
ex Trojan employee to try to establish what these specialist tools were
for, but all are great additions to our archive. The general tools will be
kept with formerly donated tools to one day be used in a museum
workshop. The paperwork includes the following:
A sales folder filled with 1950’s van brochures and information.
A folder from the early 30’s packed with literally hundreds of original
press cuttings mainly about the Trojan RE.
Album of wonderful mini motor photos including one fitted to a disabled
tricycle.

Several large photos of Trojan formal dinners.
A pile of loose photos including product photos and photos of Trojan
staff including one of the Trojan Fire Brigade, though we are unsure of
the date of this photo.
Six copies of ‘Trojan Talk’ dating from 1938 to 1940. This was a
magazine produced by Trojan’s Sports and Social Club and is packed
with names of workers and the various out of hours fun that they had.
Various other vehicle handbooks and brochures including a copy of a
wonderful brochure for the company as a whole called ‘A Trojan Survey’
This amounts to a wonderful collection of items which really help to tell
the story of life at the Trojan works. Thank you Roger for donating these
to the Trust.

Then a month or so ago I received by post a large package from Derek
Cooper. Derek’s maternal uncle John Cornwell worked for Trojan from
5/10/28 until 26/01/75, eventually working under Percy McNally after
Percy took over Trojan Engineering. Derek had been kind enough to
write out what he knew about his uncles time at the Trojan works and
also included a pile of Trojan related paperwork. This included a folder

of paperwork relating to John’s employment at the works including
details of the pension scheme and letters from P.W. McNally Engineering Ltd. Which was the new name for Trojan Engineering after Percy
McNally took over ownership.
A folder about the Trojan Airator.
A folder including the designs of a light car trailer which John Cornwell
had designed.
Various copies of articles about the Trojan Works.
An Owner’s Manual for a Homelite Chain Saw, which Trojan imported
and marketed in the early 70’s.
These are all great additions to our archive and the personal employment
information will result in John Cornwells contribution to Trojan being
forever preserved. Thank you Derek for sending them to us.

Two More of Ted Tovell’s Photos, Please Let Me Know if You
Recognise People in the Photos

Apprentice Palmer With His Father at an Open Day.

More of Ted Tovell’s Photos

The third relative of a Trojan worker to contact us was Bryan Davis.
Bryan’s father Frank Edward Davis worked for Trojan from the 1940’s
until 1990, ending his time first at Peter Agg’s Effingham Park museum
and then working personally for Peter on Peters own private car collection. Bryan has sent us various scans of photos from his father and is
gradually sending us more on an almost daily basis as he discovers them
in his father’s house. His father sadly died recently this last October.
Again such photos will help to preserve Frank’s name as an important
Trojan worker.

Any Suggestions as to What Frank is Making in These Photos

In the middle of the first lockdown a large collection of assorted Hounsfield testing equipment appeared on ebay. Usually these beautifully
boxed instruments tend to sell for £50 plus each and rarely come with all
the additional extras used for various testing. For some reason this large
collection had only a very low starting price and seemed to not have
attracted the notice of other buyers. So it was possible for a Trust
supporter to purchase the whole collection for only around £20 including
postage, which due to the weight I rather suspect amounted to most of the
£20! It is great to have these instruments in our collection as items
produced by Leslie Hounsfield’s new company after he left Trojan in the
early 1930’s. Thank you for this kind donation.

A Very Rare Photo of a Trojan Wayfarer, Only a Handful Were
Ever Made, With No Known Survivors. Press Cutting from
Ted Tovell’s Album.
Well as you have just read, lockdown has proved to have been one of the
busiest times for a while for the Trust. All these items and the many
contacts that we’ve also had with Friends of the Trust and others through
this time have all been a great encouragement to us all. Do please get in
touch if we can help you in anyway.
Have a lovely, safe and blessed Christmas.
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